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INDIA  AND  NON-ALIGNMENT*

I   N   T  R  0  D  U,  C  T   I   0  N

Pandit  Jawaharlal  Nehru,   India's  first  Prime  Minister

was  the  idol  of  the  Indian  masses.     Second  to  Mahatma  Gandhi,

his  was  the  most  important  Contribution  in  the  Indian  indepen-

dence  struggle.    Nehru was  therefore  the  most  revered  leader  in

India  after  Gandhiji.     But  Nehru  was  more  than  a  mere  Indian

leader.    He  was  a  statesman  of  international  stature.    And  des-

pite  his  shortcomings,  history will  record  him  as  one  of  the

most  important  leaders  of  the  "Third  World''.

Perhaps  Nehru's  singular  contribution  in  the  arena  of

international  affairs  is  his  articulation  of  the  principles  and

policy  of  non-alignment.    As  a  corollary  to  this,  there  are  those

who  have  argued  that  by  advocating  and  practising  non-alignment

Nehru  made  a  great  "contribution  to  the  cause  of  international
I

understanding  and  harmony.I.      Whether  or  not  non-alignment  has

contributed  to world  understanding may  be  a  debatable  question.

*The  author  of  this  paper  has  served  as  his  country's  IIigh  Com-
missioner  in  India  from  1965  to  1968.     He  has  also  been  actively
associated  with  the  Non-Aligned  Movement  activities,  having  at-
tended  almost  all  Conferences,   Preparatory meetings,   etc.  of  the
Non-Aligned  States  from  1964.     In  the  preparation  of  this  study
therefore,   the writer's  pers'onal  experiences  will  at  times  be
used  as  primary  sources.

I.     Char,   K.T.  Narasirfua, PROFII]E   OF   NEHRU
Private  I.td.,   Bombay,   p.   6.
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But what  is  beyond  contest  is  the  fact  that  Nehru  established

this  policy  for  India  and was  the  pioneer  for  both  the  emergence

of  the  policy  in  the  global  context  as well  as  for  its  develop-

ment  as  a  movement  encompassing  adherents  from  the  countries  of

Africa,   Asia  and  Latin  America.    With  Presidents  Tito  of  Yugos-

lavia,  Nasser  of  Egypt  and  to  some  extent  Nkrumah  of  Ghana,  Nehru

shares  the  honour  of  being  a  "father"  of  the  non-aligned  move-

ment .

Addressing  his  first  Press  Conference  after  assuming  power

in  the  interim  Government,  Nehru  declared,   "In  the  sphere  of  fo-

reign  affairs,  India will  follow  an  independent  policy keeping
2

away  from  the  pcIver  politics  of  groups  aligned  one  against  another..'

At  the  same  time,   conceiving  such  a  policy  in  terms  of  friendship

and  cooperation  with  all  nations  and  in  particular  the  Superpowers,

Nehru  told  the  Constituent  Assembly  on  December  4,   1947,   "We  pro-

pose  to  keep  on  the  closest  terms  of  friendship with  other  coun-

tries  unless  they  themselves  create  difficulties.    We  shall  be

friends  with  America.    We  intend  cooperating  with  the  United

States  of  America  and we  intend  cooperating  fully with  the  Soviet
3

Union."       Furthermore,   the  Indian  Prime  Minister  perceived  non-

alignment  in  dynamic  terms.    In  this  regard,  he  told  the  Consti-

2.     Aiyar,   S.   P.,   Srinivasan,   eds.,Studies  in  Indian Democrac
Allied  Publishers  Private  Limited,   Bombay,   1965,   p.   545.

3.     Norman,   Dorothy, NEIIRU   THE   FIRST   SIXTY  YEARS
publishing  House,   Bcrmbay,   1965,   p.   356.
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tuent  Assembly  in  Delhi  on  March  8,   1948„   ''1   do  not  think  that

any  thing  could  be  more   injurious   to  us   from  any  point  of  view   -

certainly  from  an  idealistic  and  high  moral  point  of  view,   but

equally  so  from  the  point  of  view  of  opportunism  and  national

interest  in  the  narrowest   sense  of  the  word  -   than  for  us   to  give

up  the  policies   that  we  have  pursued,   namely,   those  of  standing

up  to  certain  ideals   in  regard  to...   oppressed  nations  /Instead

of  aligning7    with  this  great  power  or  that  and  becoming   its  camp
4

follower  in  the  hope  that  some  crumbs  might  fall   from  /the7    table."

Both  Nehru  and  other   Indian  Government   leaders  have  argued  that

India's   independent  foreign  policy  with  non-alignment  as   its  hall-

mark  is  merely  a  continuation  of  the  policies  of  the  Indian  National

Congress  articualted  and  pursued  during  the  country's  struggle

for  national   independence.     Thus   in  his   foreword  to   the  Background

of  India's  Forei n  Polic Shri  Lal   Bahadur  Shastri,   then  General

Secretary  of  the  All   India  Congress   Committee   (AICG),   asserted  that

India's   foreign  policy  was   "essentially  a  continuation  of  the  policy
5

pursued  by  the   Indian  National  Congress   over  the  last   fifty  years."

The  above   statements  by  Nehru  and  Shastri,   /ffho   succeeded  him

when  Panditji  died  in  May,196±7  clearly  reflect  the  official  ver-

sion  of   India's  option  for  non-alignment.     But  why  non-alignment?

India  became   an   independent  `nation  on  August   15,   1947   after

a  struggle  for  freedom  lasting  over  a  quarter  of  a  century  under

4.       Ibid.   p.    383.

5.     Aiyar  and  Srinivasan,   gp.   £±£.   p.   544.

®
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the   leadership   of  Mahatma  Gandhi  and  Jawaharlal  Nehru.      India's

emergence   as   a  sovereign   independent   State  coincided  with  the

beginning  of  the  era  of  the  cold  war  which  had  started  earlier

that  year  although  its   signs  began  to   emerge   around  April,1946.

According   to  Patwant  Singh,   ''To   India,   free  at   last   from  the   trau-

matic  experience  of  a  long   spell   of  darkness,   non-alignment   seemed
6

the  only  hope   for  survival."       While  Professor  Varma  of  the  Univer-

sity  of  Rajasthan  wrote,   "The  bipolarization  of  the  world,   the

emerging   cold  war,   the   fierce   ideological   crusades,   the   arms   race

and  the  relative  weakness   of   India  made   the   choice   of  non-alignment
7

inevitable  for  her."       Nehru  himself  referred  to  the  reasons  be-

hind   lndia's   option  to  pul.sue   a  non-aligned  policy   in  his  address

at  Columbia  University  on  the  occasion  of  his   confernment  of  the

degree   of   Doctor   of   Laws   on  October   17,   1949:

''1   am  asked  frequently  why   India  does  not   align  herself
with  a  particular  nation  or  group  of  nations   a.nd  told  that  be-
cause  we  have  refrained  from  doing   so,   we   are  sitting  on  the
fence.     The  question  and  the  comment   are   easily  understood,   because
in  times  of  crisis   it  is  not  unnatural  for  those  who  are  involved
in  it  deeply  to  regard  calmly  objectivity  in  others  as   irrational,
short-sighted,   negative,   unreal   or   even  unmanly.     But   I   should
like  to  make  it  clear  that  the  policy  is  not  a  negative  and  neu-
tral  policy.     It  is  positive  and  a  vital  policy  that  flows   from
our  struggle   for  freedom  and  from  the  teachings   of  Mahatma  Gandhi.
Peace   is  not  only  an  absolute  necessity  for  us   in  India   in  order

€:  :;:g::::d:ndHg:V:::PtE::  5:  5:e:::3e3€  pfi::m3;n:u±¥:::::¥=:
to  aggression,   not  by  compromising  with  evil  or  injustice  but  also
not  by  talking  and  preparing   for  war!     Aggression  has   to  be  met
for  it  endangers  peace.     At  the  same  time,   the  lesson  of  the  last
two  wars  has   to  be   remembered  and  it  seems   to  be   astonishing  that,

Patwant,       INDIA   AND   THE   FUTURE
Ltd.,   London,1966,

7.      Varma,    S.P.,
dian  Relations,   Un

®

OF  ASIA,   Faber   and   Faber
p.    110.

STRUGGLE    FOR   THE   HIMALAYAS
1 V e 1` S 1 tyPu ers,   Del

A  Study   in  Sino-In-
1965(?),    p.    218
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in   spite   of  that   lesson,   we   go   the   same  way.     The  very  process
of  marshalling  the  world  into   two  hostile  camps  precipitates   the
conflict  which   it  has   sought   to   avoid.      It  produces   a  sense   of
terrible  fear  and  that  fear  darkens   the  minds  of  men  and  leads
them   into  wrong   courses. . ."8

In  his  book,   Profile  of  Nehru,   Narasimha  Char   attempts   an  ela-

®

boration  of  the  basis   for   India's  non-alignment.     According  to  him,
''the  basis   of  Non-Alignment  was  Jawaharlal   Nehru's   staunch  belief

in  non-violence  fused  in  an  ineffable  manner  with  the  principles
9

of  Panchsheel."            The   so-called  Panchsheel  principles  or  other-

wise  referred  to  as   the  five  principles  of  peaceful  co-existence,

comprised  of  five  elements.     These  are,   respect  for  the  territorial

integrity  and  sovereignty  of  another;   non-aggression;   non-inter-

ference  in  the  internal  affairs  of  one  another;   equality  and  mu-

tual  benefit;   and  peaceful   co-existence.

Char  argues   that   as   a  true  deciple  of  Gandhi,   Nehru  believed

that   the  principle  of  non-violence  should  not  only  guide  relations

between  individuals   in  a  nation-state  but  should  also   form  the
10

basis  of  relations  between  nations. .

National   interest,   as  perceived  by  the  policy  makers,   is   al-

ways  the  most   important  factor  in  determining  the  foreign  policy

of  a  country.     The   conception  and  conduct   of   India's   foreign  policy

8.      Nehru,   Jawaharlal   K.,   SPEECHES   (1949-1953),   Publications   Divi-
sion,   Government   of   India,   New  Delh p.    398

9.      Char,   op   cit.      pp.    65-66.

10.      Ibid,   pp.   66-69   and   79.      This   study  will   later   examine   how  the
belief  in  non-violence  and  the  Principles   of  Panchsheel  were  put
into  action  bearing   in  mind  the  four  wars   that   India  fought  with
Pakistan   -the   last  one  leading   to  Pakistan's   dismemberment.     For
the  time  being  however,   it   is  relevant  to  point  out  that  while  a.rti-
culating  non-violence,   Nehru  had  himself  categorically  asserted:   ''1

:Pen::sat3a:i#:? : .  !v:: i::og:iz:it:a:  ::ge:  :::::i;a:::::T:t:I::;s
said  that  it   is  better  to  fight  than  be  afraid."   See,   Mende,  Tibor,
CONVERSATIONS   WITH   MR.    NEHRU,    Secker   a   Warburg,    London,    1956,    p.    79.
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does   not  belie   this   important  vat.iable.     Thus   India's  non-align-

ment  or  neutralism  as   it   is  otherwise  called,   is  viewed  in  terms

of  India's  national   interest  and  pursued  with  maximum  flexibility.

To  quote  Nehru,   ''We  may  talk  about   international   goodwill   and  mean

what  we   say.     We  may   talk  about  peace   and   freedom  and   earnestly

mean  what  we   say.     But   in  the  ultimate  analysis,   a  government

functions   for  the  good  of  the  country  it  governs   and  no  government

dare  do  anything  which  in  the  short  or  long  run  is  manifestly  to
11

the  disadvantage  of  that  country."         Later  on,   he  was   to  elaborate

on  this   as  well   as   inject  the  element  of  flexibility.     In  his   speech

on  March   8,1948,   Nehl.u   told   the   Constituent  Assembly,   "...Purely

from  the  point  of  opportunism,   if  you  like,   a  straight  forward

honest  policy,   an  independent  policy   is   the  best.     What   the  policy

should  be  at  a  particular  moment,   it  is  very  difficult  for  me  or

for  this   House   to   say,   because  things  change  rapidly  from  day  to

day.      It  may  be   that  we  have  to  choose  what  might  be  a  lesser   evil
12

in  certain  circumstances   -we  must   always   choose   the   lesser   evil."

International   and  national  reaction  to   India's  non-alignment

has  been  varied  and   extreme.      It  has   been  praised  by   some,   condemned

by  others.      In  some  cases   it  has  been  ridiculed!     Patwant   Singh

rightly  pointed  out  that,   "the  one  aspect  of  India's   foreign  policy

which  has  most  people  baffled,   Americans   particularly,   has  been  the
13

policy  of  non-alignment."

Tess   to   t
December   4,    1947.      Norman,   op.    cit.   p.    355

12.       Ibid.    p.    385.

13.      Patwant   Singh,   op.   cit.   p.108.

Constituent  Assembly,   New  Delhi,   on
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At  the  national   level,   many  prominent   Indians  particularly

those   in  the  Opposition  have  ca.stigated  the  policy  as   short-sighted

and  inimical  to   lndia's  national   interests.     India's  first  Gover-

nor  General,   Shri   Rajagopalchari   -a  veteran  of  the   Indian  freedom

movement   -   for   example,   denounced  the  policy  and  has   called  for
14

outright  alliance  with  the  Western  powers.          Questions   and  serious

doubts  have  also  been  raised  by  some  elements  within  the   ruling

Congress  Party  itself .

At  the  international  level,   the  late  Secretary  of state  John
15

Foster  Dulles   described  it   as   "immoral   and  bankrupt".          Nearer

home,   the  policy  found  its   severest  critic   in  Pakistan.     General

Ayub   Khan,   the   late  President  of  Pakistan  described   it  as  hypocri-

tical   and  as   a  policy  aimed  at  taking  advantage  of  both  sides.     Ac-

cording  to  Ayub   Khan,   "India's  neutralism  was   at  best   a  posture  of

sitting  on  the  fence  and  seeing  how  best   it  could  take  advantage

of  both   sides;   at  worst   it  was   a  kind  of  sanctimonious   hypocrisy
16

and   subterfuge."         And   in  a   letter  dated  November   5,1962   to   Presi-

dent  John  F.   Kennedy,   the   President  of  Pakistan  accused   India  of
"bending   over  backwards   to   appease   communism"   and  of  hoisting   "the

white  flag  of  neutralism  to  appease  communism  and  get  other  wavering

nations   to  join  India  in  order  to  be  able  to  create  a  world  nui-

sance-value  for  themselves".     The  Pakistani   leader  also  characterised

India's   foreign  policy  as  being  based  on  the  "abuse  of  the  West,

Varma.,    op.    c t.    pp.    186-187

15.       Rajani,    M.S.,       INDIA   IN   WORLD   AFFAIRS
Bombay,1964,    p.    259

®

Asia  Publishing  House,

16.       Khan,   Mohammad   Ayub,       FRIENDS   NOT   MASTERS
biography,   Pa.kistan
p.    120.

Branch,   Ox 1Vers
A  Political  Auto-

ity  Press,   Karachi,   1967,
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17
especially  the  USA  in  season  and  out   of  season."

India's  conduct  of  its   foreign  relations,   based  as   it   is  on

the  principles   of  non-alignment,   is   one  thing.     The  philosophy  and

principles   of  non-alignment   is   another.     The  two  need  not  be  con-

fused.     For,   while   some  of   India's   critics   can,   not  without  justi-

fication,   criticize   India's  non-alignment,   it  would  be  naive  to

deny  the  pervasive  nature  of  the  adherents  of  non-alignment.     Wri-

ting   in   1962,   Crabb   described  Non-alignment   as   the   dominant   diplo-
18

natic  philosophy  of  the  Afro-Asian  world.          Since  then  the  number

of  adherents   has  multiplied  at  a  very  quick  pace.     As  Narasimha

Char  points   out,   ''the   emancipation  of  many  small   states   in  Asia

and  Africa,   for  long  victims  of  colonial  exploitation,   greater  sup-

port  for  this  moral  basis  behind  the   'middle'   path  in  international
19

affairs"  was  gaining  ground.          Indeed,   there  has  been  both  a  quanta-

tive  and  qualitative  growth  of  the  non-aligned  movement.     In  this

respect,   the  Fourth  Summit   Conference  of   the  Non-Aligned  States

held   in  Algiers   in  September,   1973   is   an   eloquent   testimony.     Not

only  did  the  Conference  have  the  highest  number  of  participants;

not  only  did  it  witness   the  largest  participation  of  Heads  of  State

18.       Crabb,    Cecil   V.,       THE   ELEPHANTS   AND   THE
York,    1962,   p.    9.

®

GRASS,   Praeger,   New

19.      Char,   op.   cit.,   p.   65.Here   it   is   also   relev
fessor  Varma's   observations:      "While   India  was   a
down  the  policy  of  non-alignment,   the  policy  has

t  to  refer  to  Pro-
ioneer  in  laying
een  accepted  by

almost   all   the  newly  emergent  nations   of  Asia  and  Africa.     The   same
factors   -   interna.tional  situation  and  internal  contradictions   -  which
made   India  choose  the  path  of  non-alignment  made   it  a  natural   thing
for  countries  having   similar  circumstances   to  reckon  with."     Varma,
Op.    cit.'   p.    219.
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20
or  Government     in  the  history  of  the  world       but   also   and  perhaps

more  importantly,   the  Conference  reflected  the  growth  and  influence

of  the  movement  throughout  the  world.     Of  particular  significance

in  this   connection  was   the   representation  from  Latin  America.     There

were   seven  full-fledged  participants  namely  Argentina,   Chile,   Cuba,

Jamaica,   Guyana,   Peru   and  Trinidad  and  Tobago.     And  there  were

observers   from  Barbados,   Bolivia,   Brazil,   Ecuador,   Mexico,   Panama,

Uruguay   and  Venezuela.

This   study  does  not   aim  at  pronouncing  judgement  on  the  merits

and  demerits   of   India's  non-alignment.      It  does  not   even  attempt

to  answer   in  categorical   terms   the  crucial   question  on  how  non-a-

_`.

t-,.i,A./I

.,.i

'`

`    vr`   ).

1igned  =India   is.      Such  an   exercise  would  be   too   ambitious   an  under-f`t''t

taking   for   a   Study  of   this   limited   scope.      Rather,   the  paper  will     gs.'',:-```E  f
-      .I+                I

'f?./i,  '`   I

examine  briefly   India's  policies  and  behaviour  as  a  non-aligned

country.     A  peripheral  mention  will   also  be  made  of  its   role   in

the  non-aligned  movement.     To  be   able   to  have  a  proper  evaluation ,

of  India's  role,   domestic  as  well   as  external   factors  would  be

taken  into  account.     Finally,   since  the  topic  under  consideration

is   India's   non-alignment,   it  would  be  pertinent   to   review  some  of

the  literature  on  non-alignment  as  well  as   to  examine  the  origin

and  evolution  of  the   concept  and  policy  of  non-alignment.

11

NON-ALIGNMENT:        ITS   MEANING   AND   HISTORICAL    BACKGROUND

i

`.,

`,'-

/'1',,,,

i-  t  i-

The  preponderance  of  the  Third  World  nations   in  the  Non-aligned

0.      Out   0 e  seventy -SIX   na tions  which  took  part   as   full  members,

® 60  were   represented  at   the   level   of  Heads   of  State  or  Government.
BASIC   DOCUMENTS   OF   THE    FOURTH   CONFERENCE    OF   HEADS   OF    STATE   0R   GOVERN-
MENT   0F   NON-ALIGNED   STATES,    A1glers , 8erla, Septem
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movement   is  neither  accidental  nor  coincidental.      It   stems   from

concrete  historical  circumstances  which  gave  birth  to   the  very

concept   of  non-alignment.

One  of  the  basic  common  characteristics   of   its  members   is   that

they  were   almost  all   former  colonies.      Indeed,   it   is  beyond  dispute

that  the  tide  of  liberation  brought  with  it  the  era  of  non-align-

ment.     Thus  non-alignment   came   into   focus   following   the   termination

of  the   Second  World  War   and   the   emergence   of  new  nations   which  had

broken  the  chains  of  colonial  bondage.
''The   intensive  decolonization  after  the  Second  World  War  was

not   only  the  background  against  which  the  policy  of  non-alignment

evolved,   but  was   in  fact   the  point  of  departure   for   the  movement,"
21

writes   Leo  Mates.          And  in  the  words   of  the  late  President  of

Ghana,   Dr.   Kwame  Nk®umah:      ''We  £Fhe   Non-Aligned  nations7     came   into

existence  as  a  protest  and  a  revolt  against   imperialism  and  neo-

colonialism  which  are   also   the  basic  cause  of  world  tension  and
22

insecurity . "

The  need  for  consolidating   and  preserving   their   independence

is  what  motivated  the  leaders  of  the  newly  liberated  countries   to

opt   for  that  policy.      In  the   same  context,   recognition  must  be   given

Pub 1 icat ions ,

®

nment,   Theor and  Current  Polic
S   Ferry,

Kwame,I   THE   STRUGGLE   CONTINUES

Ocean

22.      Address   by   President   Kwame   Nk®umah   at   the   Second   Conference
of   the  Heads   of  State   or   Government   in  Cairo   in   1964.      Nk.umah,

PANAF   BOOKS,    Ltd.,    London,1973,
p.7S
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to  the  strong  and  powerful  urge  of  these  nations   to  pursue  an  inde-

pendent  policy  in  their  international  relations  which  "in  the  inte-

rests  of  their  own  survival,   they  had  to  try  and  fashion  a  new

world   in  which  they  could  develop  and  overcome   their  weakness   and
23

poverty . "

Here   let  the  Non-Aligned  countries   speak  for  themselves   through

their   Lusaka  Declaration  of  September   1970:

deter:I::t:::i:¥  !£d:::;a:i€ng:::t±::se¥:r8:£e:::¥dt:£eir
national  independence  and  the  legitimate  rights  of  their
peoples.     The  growth  of  non-alignment   into   a  broad   inter-
national  movement  cutting  across  racial,   regional`and  other
barriers,   is  an  integral  part  of  significant  changes   in  the
structure  of  the  entire  international  community.     It  is  the
result  of  the  world  anti-colonial   revolution  and  of  the
emergence  of  a  large  number  of  newly  liberated  countries
which  opting  for  an  independent  political  orientation  and
development,   have   refused  to   accept   the   replacement  of
centuries   old  forms   of  subordination  by  new  ones.     At   the
root  of  these  changes   lies   the  ever  more  clearly  expressed
aspiration  of  member-nations   for  freedom,   independence  and

:3;::i:¥6na:£dt:=5:o€:::#i?:£±°n  t°  resist  all  forms  of

One  of  the  pioneers  of  non-alignment,   Yugoslavia's   President

Marshal   Jozip  Broz   Tito,   who  played  host   to   the     First   Conference

of  the  Non-Aligned  States,   set  the  theme  of  what  has  currently

become   an  equally   important  preoccupation  of  the  non-aligned  states,

when  he  deplored  the  prevalent  tendency  on  the  part  of  the  major

powers   to   arrogate   to   themselves   the  right   to  make  decisions   invol-

ving   the  destiny  of  the  world,   while  the   small   and  medium  sized
25

states   remained  idle  spectators.          The  Yugoslave  leader  then  de-

3.      Mates,   op.
24.        LUSAKA   DECLARATION   ON   PEACE,     INDEPENDENCE,    DEVELOPMENT,    COOPE-
RATION   ANI)   DEMOCRATISATI0N   OF    INTERNATIONAL   RELATIONS.

®
25.      Christman,   Henry   M.,    (Ed.
ments   of  Non-Alignment   (Sheed

Neither   East   Nor  West:   The   Basic   Docu-
-   Opening

address   of  President  Jozip   Broz   Tito  of  Yugoslavia,   p.   7.
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Glared :

"...the  non-aligned  countries   can  no   longer   reconcile
themselves  with  the   status   of  observers   and  voters   and
that,   in  their  opinion,   they  have  the  right  to  participate
in  the  solving  of  problems,   particualrly  those  which
endanger  the  peace  and  fate  of  the  world  at  the  present

:a:e;:;po::i:fin:::::€±::stE::nr::E¥:#2g,
inter  alia,   for

Thus   the  demand  for  the  non-aligned  countries   and  indeed  of

the  less  powerful  countries   in  general   to  have  a  say  in  the  affairs

which  concern  the  entire  humanity  has  been  a  legitimate  and  un-

ceasing  demand  of  the  non-aligned  states   from  the  very   inception

of  the  concept.

This  position  which  is  one  of  the  cardinal  pl.inciples  under-

lying   the  policy  of  non-alignment  was   valid   in  the   1950's   and   1960's

when  the  non-aligned  states   "representing  the  conscience  of   'man-
27

kind"      were  striving  relentlessly  for  the  reduction  of  tension  and

preservation  of  what  then  appeared  as  precarious  peace,   aware  that
28

when  the  elephants  fight  it  is  the  grass  that  suffers.          It  is

equally  valid  and  perhaps     even  more   so   today,   when  the   changed

circumstances  in  the  international  arena  have  resulted  in  the  rap-

proachment  and  detente  between  the  former  arch  antagonists  of  the

Cold  War  considering  the  fact  that  at  times   the  plight  of  the  grass

becomes  no   less   devastating  when  the   elephants   instead  of   fighting
29

resort   to   love-making!

27.       Ibid.'   p.    8.
28.     This   is   an  African  proverb  which  has  been  repeatedly  used  by
such  leaders   as   Presidents  Jomo  Kenyatta  of  Kenya  and  Julius   K.   Nye-
rere   of  Tanzania.      Cecil   V.   Crabb   in  his   book,   The  Ele
Grass A  Study  of  Non-Alignment   (Federic  A.   Pr

hants   and  the

New  York,   1965)   refers   to   this   proverb.      See   p.    33
29.      Comments   by   the   Prime  Minister   of   Singapore,   Mr.   Lee   Kwan  Yu
at   the   Commonwealth  Heads   of  State   or   Government   Conference   in  Ottawa,
August,    1973.
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There  were  many  other  no   less   important   facets  which  gave   the

movement  a  distinct  characteristic  ensuring  for  it  a  continuous  and

dynamic  philosophy  for  the  vast  lnajority  of  the  nations  of  the  world

which  refused  to  be  permanently  identified  either  diplomatically,

militarily  or  otherwise  with  either  of  the  cold  war  power  groupings.

For,   above  all,   implicit   in  the  policy  or  non-alignment   is   the

diplomatic  freedom  of  action  with  respect  to  the  contending   ideo-
30Q$

logical   and  military  blocs.          Or,{Nehru  succintly  put   it:     ''Essen-

tially,   'non-alignment'   is  freedom  of  action  which  is  part  of  in-
31

dependence . "

In  addition  to  this  categorical  assertion  of  the  right  of  nations

to   ana.1yse   and  decide   issues   on  the  basis   of  their  merits   and   inde-

pendent  of  the  position  of  one  or  the  other  of  the  cold  war  bloc

contestants,   the  proponents   of  nan-alignment  from  Belgrade   and  indeed

even  prior  to  that   important  epoch  making  Conference,   had  a  clear

set  of  positive  policies.     These   include   the   support  for   and  promo-

tion  of  the  struggle  of  peoples  to  self-determination  which  presup-

poses   the  elimination  of  classical  colonialism  in  all   its   forms   and

manifestations,   the  struggle  a.gainst  neo-colonialism,   racial  equa-

lity,   safeguarding  of  national  sovereignty,   disarmament  and  inter.-

national  cooperation.

On  Neutralism  and  Neutralit

In   a   television  address   broadcast   from  Washington,   D.C.   on  De-

cember   8,1956,   Prime  Minister  Nehru  who  was   on  an  official   visit

OP.     C1

®
31.      Norman   (Ed.),   op.    cit.,   p.    541.
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®

to  the  United  States   told  his   audience:      "Non-alignment  does   not

mean  passiv.ty  of  mind  or  action,   lack  of  faith  or  conviction.     It

does  not  mean  submission  to  what  we   consider  evil.      It   is   a  positive

and  dynamic   approach   to   such  problems   which  confront  us.     We   believe

that  each  country  has   the  right  not  only  to  freedom  but  also  to  de-
32

cide   its   own  policy."

Indeed,   involvement   in  international  affairs  became  almost  like

an  "obsession"  for  the  newly  liberated  states.     For  a  nation's  con-

duct  of  foreign  policy  was  undoubtedly  one  of  the  most  effective

ways  of  projecting  its   sovereign  image.     This  yearning  for  an  active

involvement  in  international  affairs  constitutes  one  of  the  basic

premises  of  the  non-aligned  states.     And  this   is  what   from  the  very

outset  differentiated  states  like  India  or  Indonesia  from  the  t,ra-

ditional  neutral  states   like  Switzerland.     For  while  the  neutral

countries  followed  the  principle  of  strict  impartiality,   symbolising

attitudes  of  complete   indifference  and  even  lack  of  concern  to   is-
33

sues  under  consideration,        this   is  not  what   the  newly  emerging

nations   aspired   for.     The  new  states   embracing   the  policy  of  non-

alignment  did  not  believe   in  a  policy  of  "non-involvement,"   ''non-

engagement,"   ''isolationism"  or  inactivity  in  the  domain  of  inter-
34

national   relations.

Lawrence  Martin  makes   this  dis tinction  when  after  explaining

that  the  neutral  country  of  the  past  ''tried  to  maintain  permanent

neutl.ality   -   rather  than  merely  minding   its  own  business  and  re-

32.       Ne ru'   Jawa
Government   of   India,   New  Del   1,   p.    49.
33.      Burton,   J.W.,   Non-Alignment,    (James   H.   Heineman,    Inc.,   N.Y.
1966),    p.    22.
34.      Crabb,   op.   cit.,   p.    8.

arlal,   SPEECHES      (1953-1957),   Publications   Division,
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maiming  aloof  from  the   rough-and-tumble   of  world  affairs."     He  points

out  that,   "Today's  neutralists   (meaning  non-aligned  states)   are  very
35

different.     They  are  far  from  resigned  to  their  fate."         And  Nyerere

put   the  matter   in  more  unambiguous   terms  when  he  asserted,   ''For   it

is, not,   and  never  has  been  a  matter  of  neutrality  -   of  treading  a

delicate  tight-rope  between  contending  forces.     Non-alignment   is  a
36

policy  of   involvement   in  world  affairs."         And  he  goes   on,   "Our  role

(that  of  the  non-aligned  countries)   arises   from  the  fact   that  we  have

very  definite  international  policies   of  our  own,   but  ones  which  are

separate  from,   and  independent  of  those  of  either  of  the  power  blocs."

President  Sukarno  declared  at  Belgrade  in  1961   that  non-align-

ment   is  not   ''the   sanctimonious   attitude  of  the  man  who  holds  himself

aloof   -'a  plague  on  both  your  houses'    ...   Non-alignment   is   an  active

devotion  to  the  lofty  cause  of  independence,   abiding  peace,   social

justice  and  freedom  to  be  free.     It   is  the  determination  to  serve
37

this   cause.      It  runs   congruent  with  the  social   conscience  of  man."

Summing  up   the  motivations   which  led  newly  independent  countries

to  opt  for  non-alignment,  we  can  clearly  highlight  the  objectives

of  maintaining   'jealously'   their  hard-won  national   independence  and

as  an  extension  to  that,  pursuit  of  a  policy  of  independence  in  their

international  relations.

eutra and  Non-all nment (PI.aeger,   New  York,
1962)'   p.    XI
36.     President  Nyerere's   address   at   the  opening   session  of  the  Prepara-
tory  Conference  of  Foreign  Ministers   of  Non-Aligned  States   in  Dar  es
Salaam   on  April   13,1970.    Nyerere,   Julius   K.,    FREEDOM  AND   DEVELOPMENT,
Oxford  University  Press,   London,1974,   p.    161.
37.      Christman,    (Ed.),   op.   cit.,   p.15.
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Behind  the  urge  for  active   involvement   in  the  arena  of  inter-

national  affairs   lay  also  the  recognition  of  the  need  for  interna-

tional   cooperation.     As  Nehru  put   it,   "When  we  talked  of   independence

of   India   it  was  not   in  terms  of  isolation.     We   realized,   perhaps  more

than  rna.ny  other  countries,   that  the  old  concept  of  national   indepen-
38

dence  was  doomed  and  there  must  be  a  new  era  of  world  cooperation."

In  understanding  the  philosophical   content  of  the  non-aligned

movement,   one  can  find  no  better  way  than  to  recapitulate  the  a.spira-

tions  and  expectations  of  the  newly  emerging  nations  or  for  that

matter   those  who  were  on  the  verge  of  attaining  nationhood.

Again,   Nehru's   elucidation  comes   handy.     Writing   on   `'Realism

and  Geopolitics"  he  made  the   following  observations  which  ca.n  be

considered  to  summarize  the  position  of  the  members  of  the  non-

aligned   community:

''The  old  divisions  and  the  quest  for  power  politics  have
little  meaning  today  and  do  not   fit   in  with  our  environment,
yet  they  continue.     The  interests  and  the  activities  of  states
overflow  their  boundaries   aLnd   are  world-wide.     No  nation  can
isolate  itself  or  be  indifferent  to  the  political  or  economic
fate  of  other  nations.     If  there  is  no  cooperation,   there  is
bound  to  be  friction  with  its   inevitable  results.     Cooperation
can  only  be  on  the  basis  of  equality  and  mutual  welfare,   on  a
pulling  up  of  backward  nations   to   a  common  level   of  well-being
and  cultural  advancement,   on  an  elimination  of  racia.1ism  and
domination.     No  nation,   no  people  are  going   to   tolerate  domi-
nation  and  exploitation  by  another,   even  though  this   is  given
some  more  pleasant  name.     Nor  will   they  remain   indifferent

::et±:::I:i;Th±£8Y:5§y  and  misery  When  other  parts   of  the  world

38.      Jawa arlal  Ne ru'T
India,1964),   Chapter   9

e   Discover Of   India,
astp

a  Foreign  Policy,   p.   446
39.       Ibid.,   p.    574.

(Asia  Publishing  House,
e   Congress   develops
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Like   India,   most  of  the  new  states  which  broke  the  chains   of

colonial   slavery   imbibed  the  precepts   of  non-alignment.     By  the

time   of  the   Bandung   Summit   Conference  of  the   Independent  Afro-Asian

states   in  1955,   non-alignment  had  become   an  established  foreign

policy  of  many  Asian  and  African  nations.      Indeed,   many  students

of ,   and  actors   in,   international  relations  consider  that  the  Non-

aligned  Movement  owes   its   inspiration  to  this  Conference.     This   is

in  spite  of  the  fact  that  the  Conference   in  Indonesia  had  such  a

mixed  list  of  participants   ranging  from  the  Peoples   Republic  of

China  -   to  the  militarily  allied  countries  like  the  Philippines,
40

Iran  and  Turkey.
Ill

EXTERNAL   AND    INTERNAL   REACTION   AND   EFFECTS
T0   INDIA S   NON-ALIGNMENT

External  Reaction

In  his   address  to  the  country's   legislators   in  New  Delhi

on   December,   1947,   Nehru  observed:      ''We   have   sought   to   avoid   en-

tanglements  by  not  joining  one  bloc     or  the  other.     The  natural
41

result  has  been  neither  of  these  big  blocs   looks  on  us  with  favour."

Such  was   indeed  the  international  reaction  to  the  policy  of  non-

alignment  or  neutralism  at  the  time  that  the   Indian  Prime  Minister

made   this   statement.     The  West  which  had  expected   India  to  be   a

natural   ally  in  the  fight  against  comlnunism  found  this  position  as

both   immoral   and  disingenious.     The  Eastern  camp   on  the   other   hand

®

ists  of  participants  and  decisions  of  the

:::8:?#  £:IEe::n§:id:::  ::::a|8C:m2¥n#:1?f[#::Asi:;A£:i::?  g3?f:it. ,
p.    371    -378.
41.      Norman,   9p.   £i±.,   p.    354.
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was   outrightly  suspicious  of  Nehru  as  they  were  indeed  of  all  the

Nationalist   leaders   of  the  newly  emergent  nations.     There  was   there-

fore  hostility  from  both  the  capitalist  and  socialist  camps.

The  Western  view  of  non-alignment  has   ''been  compounded  chief -

1y  of  irritation  and  pique,  mystification  and  bewilderment,   suspi-
42

cion  and  mistrust,"  writes   Crabb.          Some   leading  Americans   like

George  Meany   for   exalnple,   castigated  both  Nehru  and  Tito   as   ''aides
43

and   allies   of  Communism."

This  original  misunderstanding,   misconception  a.nd  irritation

on  the  part  of  the  Western  countries,   which  was  certainly  not   conL

fined  to   the  United  States,   needs  to  be  understood  in  their  histo-

rical  circumstances.     For  it  would  be  naive  to   interpret  them  as

merely  constituting  a  lack  of  comprehension  on  the  part  of  the

formulators   of  policies   in  the  various  Western  capitals,   of  what

non-aligrment  was   all   about.     The  problem  was  more  profound.     And

from  their  point  of  view,   this  ''il.ritation"  and  indeed  anger,   seemed

justified.     For,   by  asserting  their  right  to  be  non-aligned,   leaders

like  Nehru,   Nasser,   Nkrunch  and  Sukarno  were   in  fact  telling  the

West   that  their  countries   could  no  longer  be  considered  as  mere

extensions  of  the   sphere  of   influence  of  the  Western  World.

As   colonies,   these  countries  were  part   of  the  metropoles.     They

had  no  contact  with  the  Communist  bloc  and  for  that  matter  little

contacts  with  any  other  groups.     Exercising  the  option  to  make   inde-

pendent  policies  whether   in  the  domain  of  politics,   trade  or  economic

42.       Cra Op.    cit.'   p.    X.

®
43.      Patwant   Singh,   op.   cit.,   p.109.
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cooperation,   the  new  nations  were   in  fact  breaking  from  their  former

alignment  with  their  erstwhile  masters.     Certainly  this   "audacity"

to  get  out  from  the  Western  orbit  if  effectively  put  into  practise,

could  not  but  cause  pique  and  consternation.

It  is  perhaps  relevant  to  point  out  at  this  stage  that  while

by  and  large,   the  indignation  felt  by  the  West  has  generally  sub-

sided  over  the  years,   and  they  now  have  come   to  accept  non-alignment

as  a  fait  accompli  to  be  dealt  with  objectively  in  intemational

relations,   the  elements  of  suspicion  and  mistrust   still   lingers   on,

at  times  more  clearly  pronounced,   while  at  others   subtly  manifested.
ul

The  question  that  arises   is  how  justified  is   such  suspicion

and  resentment.     Have  the  nc)n-aligned  countries   including   India

really  detached     themselves   from  the  West?     Have  they  become  agents

and  allies   of  communism  as   the  cold  war  warriors  had  accused  them  to

be?     Perhaps  the  case  of  India  with  its   extensive  connections   -

military  and  otherwise   -  with  the  Soviet  Union  and  its   resultant
"soft   policy   on   Soviet  misdeeds"   is   a  more   complex  one.     Yet   even

then,   it  would  be  nonsensical  to  characterize   India  as  agent  of

Soviet  communism.     Furthermore,   in  many  respects,   India   is  no

different  from  other  proponents  of  non-alignment   in  terms  of  its

verall  close  association  or  even  dependency  if  you  like,   on  the

S+.Western  world.      India's   "identity"  with   the  West   ranges   from  such

fields  as  political   institutions,   cultural  ties   (including  educa-

tional  and  training),   as  well   as  trade  and  econolnic  ties   (  and  this

notwithstanding  the  voluminous   increase  of  cooperation  and  trade

relations  with  the  socialist  countries  particularly  the  USSR).
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Viewed  from  this  background,   it  could  be  argued  that  the

real  rationale  behind  the  Western  irritation  to   India's  non-align-

ment  and  indeed  the  policy  of  neutralism  in  general   is  that  explained

by  Lennox  Mills:      "The  policy  of  Russia  and   China  has   been   to

encourage  neutralism  and  play  a  waiting   game.     After  all,   it  bene-

fits   them;   the  Governments  which

stren

ractise  it  are  not  addin to  the
44

th  of  the  West."

Mill's   comments  brings  us   to   the  reaction  of  the  Eastern  bloc

to   India's  neutralism.     And  the  irmediate  observation  which  ought

to  be  made   is   that   these   comments   were  made   in   1964  when   indeed

both  China  and  the  USSR  had  reassessed  their  position  on  non-align-

ment.     For,   the  initial  reaction  of  the  communist  countries  was

very  hostile.

Nehru  came  under  particular  attacks   and  abuses   from  Peking.

In  1949,   he  was   described  by  the  Chinese   Communist   authorities   as

a  "rebel   against  the  movement   for  national   independence",   a  ''black-

guard  who  undermines   the  progress   of  the  peoples   liberation  move-

ment"  and  a  "loyal   slave"  of  imperialism.     Later  the  term  "loyal

slave"  was   substituted  with  the  expression  "running  dog"  of  impe-
45

rialism.          Earlier  on,   in   1948,   in   a  message   to   Indian   Communist

Party  Leader  Ranadive,   Mao-Tse-Tung  himself  reportedly  labelled

Nehru,   (at  least  by  insinuation)   as  collaborator  of  imperialism.46

HEAST   ASIA
Politics   and  Economi
1964,   p.    171.       (Emphasis   Ad`ded)

i::    3:#:!:rs3Eg::  :B:  :if::  8
112.
10.

Illusion  and  Reality  in
Minnesota  Press,   Minneapolis,

®
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China's   suspicion  and  denunciation  of  "neutralism"   (non-align-

ment)   was  clearly  reflected  in  Mao's  assertion  that  neutralism  is

a  camouflage  for  membership  of  the   imperialist   camp   and  that   a
47

third  road  does  not  exist.         This  attitude  was   in  keeping  with

the  soicalled  ''1ean  to  one   side"   approach  propagated  by  Mao  a-d  at

that   time.     And  Liu  Shao-chi,   who   succeeded  Mao   as   Head  of   State

and  remained  in  that  position  until  his  dethronement  at  the  very

beginning  of  the  Cultural  Revolution,   described  neutralism  as
48"nothing  but  deception,   international  or  otherwise''.          But  despite

Peking's   out-burst  against   India's   Prime  Minister,   Delhi   recognized

PRC   on  October   30,   1949   (the   second  non-communist   country   to   do   so)

and  Nehru   spoke   glowingly  of   the   '2000  years   of   friendship'   between

the  two   countries.

Between   1949   and   1959,   a  number   of   significant   events   took

place.      India   's   independent   and  mediatory  role  during  the  Korean

war  demonstrated  to   the  PRC  the  fallacy  of  their  assumption  about

India's   ''neutralism"  being  camouflage     alliance  with  Western   imperialism.

When  Chinese   ''volunteers"   entered  the   Korean  war,   India  opposed  the

labelling  of  PRC  as   the  aggressors   though  New  Delhi  had  ea.rlier   in

the  Security  Council   joined  in  so   labelling  the  DPRK.     Chou  En-lai

New  Democracy",   Mao   Tse-tung   stated:      ''In   the
International  situation  of  today  the   'heroes'   in  the  colonies  and
semi-colonies  must  either  stand  on  the  side  of  the  imperialist   front
and  become  part  of  the  force  of  world  counter-revolution  or  stand
on  the  side  of  the  anti-imperialist  front  and  become  part  of  the
force  of  world  revolution.     They  must   stand  either  on  this   side
or   on  the  other,   there   is   no   third  choice".     Mao   Tse-tung,   ''On  New
Democracy"   (January   1940).      As   quoted   in  Whiting,   Allen   S.,   CHINA

rsity  Press,   Stand ford,   California,CROSSES   THE   YALU,   Stand ford   Unive

® 48.      Ibid
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® visited  India  in  1954  and  the  era  of  panchsheel   (Five  Principles  of

Peaceful  Co-existence)   was  proclaimed.     With  it,   entered  the   short

but  significant  period  of  Hindi-Chini  Bhai  Bhai (Indiapand   ChinQsc.
49

are  brothers).          There  was   aLlso   the   Bandung  Conference   of  April

1955.      India's   refusal   to  join  the  military  blocs   of  US   imperialism

was   hailed  by  Peking.      So  was  New  Delhi's   anti-colonialism  posture

and  Nehru's  policy  of  friendship   towards   China.     PRC's   friendly

attitude  towards   India  also  followed  her  general  policy  in  that

period  of  normalizing  relations  with  the  Asian  countries.     PRC's   ini-

tial  militant  foreign  policy  of  ideological  puritanism   (dogmatism?)

turned  gradually  to  a  more  "realistic,   a  more  flexible  and  therefore
50

rewarding  position  in  Asia."         Thus,   at   least   temporal.ily,   PRC  dis-

carded  the  policy  of  treating  Nehru,   and  his   other  Asian  colleagues

as   ''the  political  garbage   in  Asia".

Like  their  Chinese  comrades   (at  that   time),   the  Soviet  Union

leadership's   reaction  to   India's  neutralism  was   hostile.     To  Moscow,
51

Gandhi  was   a   lackey  of  Western   imperialism.          But   Russia's   policy

towards   India  changed  after  Stalin's  death   in  March  1953.     The

'positive'   credentials  displayed  by  India  during  the  Korean  war,   its

refusal   to  join  the  Western  military  pacts   as  well   as   India's   "pro-

gressive"  foreign  policy  postures  rna.de  it  easier  for  the  Kremlin

to  befriend  non-aligned   India!

In  1955,   Nehru  visited  Moscow.     This   visit  was   reciprocated  by

Marshal   Bulganin  and  Nikita  Krushchev  that  year.     During   the  Soviet

oneymoon Nehru  visited   China   in  October   1954
and  Chou  En-1ai  again  visited  Delhi   in  1956.     One  of  its   early  by-
products  was   India's   acceptance  of  Tibet   as   "The  region  of  China".
#:     P¥#an€Psi£±£,.'oE:   !#:,   p.112.
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®

1eaders'   visit,   India  attained  a  major  political  benefit  in  her

relations  with  the  USSR  at  the  expense  of  a  third  party.     In  a

joint  communique,   the   Soviet  Union  recognized  the  disputed  State  of

Jammu  and  Kashmir  as  an  integral  part  of   India.     Hitherto fore,   Mos-

cow  had  maintained  a  neutral   stance  on  the  Kashmir  question  and  had

not  opposed  the  UN  resolution  on  the  question  of  self-determination

for   the  Kashmirs  preceded  by  a  plebisite   -   such  a  position  was   in-

cidentally  accepted  by   India  herself  until   1953.     In  the  meantime

in  January  that  year,   the  Soviet  Communist  Party  paper  Pravda,   edi-
52

torially  endorsed   IndiaL's   internal  policies.

The   ''concession"   on  Kashmir  was   to  mark  a  new  chapter   in

Indo-Soviet  relations   -   one  of  whose   features   can  be  described  as

constituting  a  gentleman's  understanding  of  "give  and  take''.     Thus

when   Soviet   troops   and   tanks  moved   into  Hungary   in   1956,   New  Delhi

did  not  criticize  the  Soviet  Union  action.     Indeed,   India's  dele-

gation  to   the  United  Nations   abstained  on  a  General  Assembly  Reso-

lution   adopted  on  November   4,1956   condemning  USSR  military   inter-

vention.      On  November   9,   1956,    India   became   the   only  non-communist

state  to  vote  with  the  Soviet  Union  against  the  United  States   ins-

pired  five-power  draft   resolution  adopted  by  the  UN  General  Assembly

calling  for  free  elections   in  Hungary.     India's  position  was  criti-
53

cized  by  both  at  home       and  abroad.     The  West  considered  it  as   consti-

52.      Varma,
53.     It   is   reported  that   in  the  midst  of  criticism  both  inside  and
outside  Parlialnent  that  followed  this  position  by  the  Government,
Prime  Minister  Jawaharlal  Nehru  was   to   describe   the  Hungarian  Govern-
ment  as   ''not  being  a   free  Government".      It  was   according  to  Nehru,
an  "imposed   Goverrment''.     Aiyar   and   Srinivagan,   op.   cit.,   p.   547.
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tuting  double-standard  of  morality  since   India  had  only  weeks  before

condemned  the  triparite  aggression  committed  by  France,   BI.itain  and

Israel  against  Egypt  over  the  Suez   Canal   crisis.

One  year  after  the  Hungarian  crisis,   India  was  to  be  ''rewarded"

for  its   "understanding"  when  the  Soviet  Union  cast   its  veto   in  the

Security  Council  to  block  a  resolution  on  the  question  of  supervising

a  referendum  in  Kashlnir.     Again   in  1968,   when  the   Soviet  Union  moved

its   tank  in  Czechoslovakia  to  put   in  line  a  member  of  the  "Socialist

Commonwealth",   India's   reaction  did  not   displease   the   Kremlin.     A

more  spectacular  "gesture"  of  appreciation  to   India  was  the  Soviet

Union's   active   involvement   (as  exemplified  on  the  diplomatic   level

through  a  series  of  veto  blocking  any  Security  Council  action)   in

the     dismemberment   of  Pakistan   in  December   1971.

Whereas  relations  with  India  had  taken  a  turn  for  the  better

from  1953  onwards,   it  was   during  the   twentieth  Party  Congress   that

a  definite  position  was  taken  to  cultivate  the  friendship  and  soli-

darity  of  the  non-aligned  states   in  general.     In  this  respect,

Krushchev  told  the  Congress  that,   "the  socialist  nations   and  the

neutralist  nations  could  constitute  a   'zone  of  peace'   to  destroy

the  capitalist  system.     Because  their  political   interests  were  op-

posed  to   the  West,   nationalist  movements   could  advance  the  cause
54

of  socialist  revolution."

Martin  offers  an  interesting  explanation  behind  this  shift  of

the  Soviet  position.     He  maintains   that:

54.      Krus ev,    N.S.,   Re
NIST   PARTY   OF   THE   SOVI

®
RUARY   4,    1956,

ort   of   the   CENTRAL   COMMITTEE   OF   THE   CO"U-
ET   UNI N   T0   THE TWENTIETH PARTY   C NGRES '    FEB-

Moscow,    1956.
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:':::e:;wh:::i::S.(5:e::::e:a::etg:¥i::c5:::nt::tEOEig:ig:::
problems   of  adjustment...   The   Stalinist  regime  welcomed  anti-
colonialism  as   an  attack  on  the  rear  of  the  capitalist  enemy
and  an  opportunity  for  communists  to  infiltrate  the  colonial
areas.     But   it  conceived  no   special   role   for   the  coming  na-
tional   regimes. ..   The  rapid  rise  of   independent  governments
in  former  colonies,   their  active  concern  with  Korea,   and  sub-

ii!:i!;;:;:;;:;!#i;:i::ii;i:i;::ii:i:;:::::¥i?:i;;:::::sin
£::Edtg:  ::¥:::f :::3r¥r::££u:i;:¥e:; ::g::;g:I::oE:Se::::f :§gs

Dolnestic   Reaction

The  overwhelming   authority  of  the   Indian  National   Congress   in

the  country  and  more  particularly  the  towering  figure  of  JaLwaharlal

Nehru  with  his  unquestionable  charismatic  appeal,   gave  the  Indian

Government  a`field  day  in  its   foreign  affairs.     The  first  decade

of  Nehl.u's  power  therefore  witnessed  very  little  domestic  opposi-

tion  to   India's  policy  on  non-alignment.     The  opposition  that  existed

was  more  or  less  confined  to  the  different  opposition  parties   in

the  country  who  in  any  case  posed  no  threat  to  the  Congress  ruling

elite,

Among  the   Indian  opposition  political  groupings  that  have

national   following  are  the  right  wing  Jam    Sangh  and  Swatantra  Party.

On  the  other   side  of  the   spectruln  are   the  Communist  Parties.     Then

there  are  the  other  basically  right  wing  organizations  like  the

Praja  Socialist  Party   (PSP),   the   Samyutka  Socialist  Party   (SSP),

who   though  nationally  organized,   their  support  has  been  rapidly

dwindling.

® 55.      Mart '    P.    XIX.
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The  Bharatiya  Jam  Sangh  is  a  hindu  communalist  ol.ganization

which  was   launched   in  Delhi   on  October   22,   1951.      The   leading  posi-

tions   of  the  Party  were  from  the  very  beginning  occupied  by  the

Rashtriya  Swayam  Sevak  Sang   (R.S.S.) ,   a  fanatic  hindu  cormunalist

organization.      It   is   alleged  that   Gopal   Godse,   the   assasin  of

Mahatma  Gandhi  belonged  to   this   organization  though  the  RSS   itself

has  sharply  denied  this.

Jam  Sangh  is   an  extremely  anti-Muslim  Organizatio'n  and  still

conceives  of  "liberating"  Pakistan.     Essentially,   a  militantly

right  wing  organization,   the  Jam  Sangh  has   consistently  opposed

Nehru's   policy  on  non-alignment  and  has   advocated  that   India  should
56

join  the  United  States   in  the  world  alignment  of  forces.          A  mes-

sage   from  Guru  Golwakar,   the   RSS   Chief  by  one   of   the   leading   figures

of  the  Jan  Sangh  Shri  Atal   Bihari   Bajpeyi   in  1960  during  the   lat-

ter's  visit  to  the  United  States  tell  the  story  of  the  degree  of

identification  that  the  Hindu  Communalist  Organizations  had  for

the  United  States:      "By  God's   grace  USA   (is)   the   leader  of  the   free

world.     Dharma   and  Adharma   are   today   engaged   in  world  wide  war.

In  this  war,   the  USA   leads   the   side   of  Dharma.     USA  should   seek   in
57

this   support  of  India's   fl.iendship."

Jam  Sangh's  opposition  to  non-alignment  has   been  consistent.

At   its   12th  Annual   Session  held  in  January  1965,   in  a  document  con-

taining  "Principles  and  Policy  Statement",   the  Party  described  non-
58

alignment  as   ''outmoded  and   irrelevant".

H.D..    T1ya'   H.I,., E   DANGER   0F   RIGHT REACTION,   A   Socialist

®
Congressman  Publicat
57.       Ibid,   p.    56.

io n,   New   Del

58.       Ibid,    pp.    168-170.

i,19
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The  Swantatra  Party  which  like   the  Jam  Sangh,   has   sizeable

nation-wide  support  is  violently  anti-communist.     With  colourful

figures   like   Professor  N.   G.   Ranga  and  Minoo  Masani   at   its   helm

and  the  "fatherly"  leadership  of  Rajagopapchari,   the  Party  is,   in  the

words   of   former  Union  Government  Minister   Shri   K.   D.   Malaviya,   "the

drummer  of  big  business   in  the  right  reactionary  orchestra".     Nehru

once  described  it  as  the  organization  which  wants  to  take   India  back
59''to  the  middle  ages   of  lords,   castles   and  Zamindars".

The   Swantatra  Party  has   been  the  most  vocal   in  denouncing  non-

alignment.     It  has  advocated  military  alliances  with  the  USA,   Bri-

tain  and  other  western  bloc  nations.     It  however  differs   from  the  Jam

Sangh  in  its  attitude  towards  Pakistan.     Instead  of  talking  about
"liberating"  Pakistan  as  the  Jam  Sangh  does,   the  Swantatra  had  at

some  point  called  for  a  conclusion  a  military  alliance  with  Pakistan.

Such  an  alliance  would  have  linked  India  with  the  alliances  which
60

Pakistan  was   a  member.

A  Russian  specialist  on  India,   Professor  Ulyanovsky  m'ade  the

following  observations  on  the  Swantatra  Party's  position  on  non-

al ignment :

#di:i:yp:::::tf::n5:|i!::e::|!::i;ypg:::i::i :I::s:wa#a::;6cts
that  conclusion  of  a  military  alliance  with  Pakistan  would
draw  India  into   the  cold  war,   tie  her  to  the  military  commit-
ments   assumed  by  Pakistan  and   thereby  gradually  bring   India   in-
to   CENT0   and  SEATO.   Rajagof)achari   and  his   supporters   assert
that  India's  adherence   to  non-alignment  has  turned  into  an
absurdity.

S   Speec
60.      Ibid,   p.    56.

®

ras  0n October   8,1960.       Ibid,   p.50.
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''Swantatra  thus  wa.nts   India  to  renounce  neutrality,   to  become
a  bulwark  of  capitalism  in  Asia  and  a  base  of  anti-communism

:¥r;O::i?g6Tro-American  blocs   and  accepting  extensive  u.s.   mill-

The  attitude  of  the  other  right  wing  opposition  parties  have
62

not  been  any   friendlier  towards  non-alignment.          Thus   Praja  Socia-

list  Party  leader  N.   G.   Goray  has  asserted  that,   "the  old  stand  of
63

neutrality  is  factually  untenable  and  clearly  out  of  date".

The   Indian  Communist  Parties   derive  their  inspiration  from

either  Moscow  or  Peking  though  the   Indian  Communist  Party   (Right)

led  by  S.   A.   Dange   is  more  clearly   identified  with  the  Kremlin.

Prior   to   the   open   split  of  the   Indian  Communist  movement   in   1962,

the  Party's  position  on  India's  non-alignment  more  or   less   followed

the  reaction  pattern  of  Moscow  and  Peking  already  elaborated  in  this

s tudy .

The   Indian  Marxist  interpretation  of  India's  non-alignment  is

given   in  Namboodripod's   book,   Economics   and  Politics   of   India's

Socialist  Pattern. According   to   the   Communist   leader,   one   time  head

Ulyanovs
Policy   in  Action,   "
275.

THE   DOLLAR IN  ASIA,   U.S.   Neo-Colonialist
ing   House,   Moscow,    1965,   pp.    274-

62.     These   include  I)r.   Lohia's   Socialist  Party;   the  Pra].a  Socialist
Party;   the  Kerala  Muslim  League;   the  Akali  Dal   of  Punjab;   the  Dravi-
da  Munlietra  Kazhaghan   -   DMK,   the   Separatist  Organization   for  Tani-
land;   the   Scheduled  Castes   Federation  and  the  Republican  Party;
the  Gantantra  Parishad.     Apart  from  the  Socialist  Parties  however,   the
remaining  organizations   are  of  local   and  sectional   importance.   Lump-
ing  them  up  all  together,   Malaviya  wrote  that,   ''...The  focal  point

:;g#:Ei:;:r:i:::g:#::!if:::::!¥;;g::I::;:i:im!::i:I;f::E::i::cal-
€::e#:i€?:±°#:]g€y:;n83}yc:::,°;:r#;?W  of  Nehru  and  the  Congress
63.      Varma,   op.    cit.,   p.187.

®
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of  Communist  Cabinet   in  Kerala,   India's  non-alignment   can  be  viewed

in  three  different  phases:

(i)     Non-alignment  practised  in  the  first  years  of  indepen-

dence  during  which  time  the  new  leaders   of   Independent

India  in  their  international  policies   ''took  broadly  the

same  line   as  was   laid  down  by  the  United  States,   the  United

Kingdom  and  other   imperialist  powers".     But  due   to  nationa-

1istic  sentiment  of  the   Indian  Ruling  Capitalist  class,   they

refused  ''to  cross  all  the,t's  and  dot  all  the  i's  of  the
64

policy  of  imperialism".

(ii)     Th.e  change  in  the  correlation  of  forces  internationally

arising  from  the  birth  of  the  Peoples  Republic  of  China

and  the  consolidation  of  the  "socialist  Democracies"   in

Eastern  Europe,   together  with  the  growth  of  the  Left   in

Indian  internal  politics  made  the  Government  reorientate

its  policies.     During  this   second  phase,   "the  same  policy

of  non-alignment  which  had  been  formulated  in  the  first

post-independence  years  was   given  a  new,   more   anti-imperia-

list  content.     Sharper  and  more  direct  attacks   on  the  colo-

nial   system,  more  open  relations  of  friendship  with  the  So-

cialist  powers,   collaboration  with  the  USSR  and  the  Peo-

pies  Republic  of  China  in  rendering  assistance  to  the  anti-

colonial  national   liberation  struggles  of  the  Afro-Asian

peoples...   all  these  led  to  the  formulation  of  the  Five

Principles   of  Peaceful  Co-existence   and  the   convening  of

®
64.      Nan rlpa
LIST   PATTERN,
399

E.M.S.,    ECONOMICS   AND   POLITICS   0F    INDIA'S   SOCIA-
Peoples   Publi House,   New   Del 'PP.
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65
of  the   Bandung  Conference."

(iii)     The  post-Sino-Indian  conflict  era  when  "although  the  policy

of  non-alignment  remained,   it  was   given  a  new,   less   anti-
66

impel.ialist  orientation."

IV

INDIAN   NON-ALIGNMENT    -    THEORY
AND

INDIAN
PRACTICE THE   EX ERIEN OF   THE   SINO-

HE    BANGLADE 1971)

Sino-Indian  Conflict

Namboodripad's     last  observation  referred  to  above  merits

further  elaboration.     The  first  real  challenge  to  Nehru's  policy

of  non-alignment  on  the  domestic   front   emerged  during  the  Sino-

Indian  conflict  with  the  routing  of  the   Indian  Army  in  the  Hima-

layan.     That  confrontation  also  had  serious   international   implica-

tions  which  among  other  things  put  a  severe  strain  on  India's

neut ral i sin .

The  conflict   over  the  Himalayan   in  October   1962  was   a  culmi-

nation  of  three  years   of  serious  political   clashes   as  well  as  minor

military  incidents  on  the  border.     The  border  dispute  came  into  the

open   in   1959  with   first  Nehru's   letter   to   Chou  En-1ai   in  March   22

and   the   Chinese   Prime  Minister's   reply  on  September  .8.      Further-

more,   the  ''rebellion'   in  Tibet,   the  Chinese  response  to   it,   as  well

as   India's   sympathetic  reaction  to  the   'cause'   of  the  Tibetans  and

their  reception  of  the  Dalai-lama  damaged  "India-China  relations

pp.    400-401
66.       Ibid,   p.    404.

®
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67
beyond  measure''.          That  year  witnessed  a  process   of  vitriolic

recriminations  between  the  two  nations.     Peking  labelled  Indian

leaders   as   "expansionist,   imperialist  agents  and  reactionaries".

Those   atta.cked   included  Nehru's   daughter   (and  now  Prime  Minister)

Indira  Gandhi.     Yet,   significantly,   at  that  period  Peking  exel.-

cised  restraint.     Nehru  was  personally  spared  pursuant  to  the  so-

called  "dual   tactit  of  struggle  and  compromise".

Chou  En-1ai's   one  week  visit   to  Delhi   in  April   1960   and   the

border  negotiations   that  ensued  failed  to  achieve  a  settlement.

The  limited  but  costly   (in  terms  of  future  ties  between  the  two

States)   war   erupted   in  the   aLutumn  of  1962.

The  mood  of  frustration  and `indignation  engulfed  the   Indian

sub-continent.     The  war  brought  home  many  traumatic  questions   and

experiences.     Apart  froln  the  humiliation  that   India  suffered  with

the  collapse  of  the   Indian  defences,   there  was   the  international

reaction  which  "shocked"  many   Indians.     As   Professor  Varma  put   it:

''there  was   a  sense  of  disillusionment  with,   and  irritation  over  a

number   of  things...   Non-aligned  powers,   whom   India  had  guided   in

their  policies  all  these  years,   were  left  gaping  and  inactive,   and
68

were  reluctant  even  to  declare  China  as   an  aggressor".

K.   K.   Shah,   General   Secretary  of  the   Ruling   Congress   Party

considered  that  the  Chinese  "attack"  had  not  only  given  a  "jolt  to

non-alignmeht  but  has   shaken  the  very  basis   on  which  non-alignment

was  based".     And  Shah  was  particularly  shocked  by  the  policy  of

Dutt'   Op. C| t.'   p.I

®
68.      Varma,   op.    cit.,   p.186.
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®

non-alignment   in  which  non-aligned  states   seemed   to  be  persisting
69

even  when  one  of  their  colleagues  was   "attacked".          Professor

Choudhury's  observations   are  in  this  connection  also  relevant:¢''...   this  wasffirst     great  shock  to   the   Indian  military  leaders.

To  her  political   leaders   the   shock  was  no   less.      India,   which  con-

sidered  herself  to  be  the  leader  of  the  non-aligned  countries   of

Asia  and  Africa,   got  no   su|)port   from  them   in  her  hour  of  distress;

it  was   rather  the   so-called   imperialist  powers   of  the  West,   whom

Nehru  had     denounced  so   conveniently,   who   came   to   his   rescue  with
70

massive   arms   aid."

I)omestic  reaction  was  undoubtedly  violent.     Strong   sections   of

Indian  Public  opinion  advocated  seeking  all   out  assistance   from  the
71

West.           Disenchantment  with  non-alignment  was   cleaLrly  manifested

both   in  the  opposition  groups   and  even  within  the   Congress   Party

itself .     The  argument  articulated  was   to  the  effect   that  had   India

been  a  member  of  the  Western  allavince,   China  would  never  have  dared

to  attack  her  for  fear  of  provoting  a  major  war  with  the  Western
72

powers,   which   she  could  definitely  not  afford.          But   the  reaction

was  particularly  sharp  among  the  right  wing  parties  who   in  this

case  were   echoing   a  broad  based  national   sentiment.     They  demanded

a  radical   change  of  India's   foreign  policy  of  non-alignment   in  favour

p.    22
70.       Choudhury,    G.    W.,    PAKISTAN'S   RELATIONS   WITH   INI)IA
Pall  Mall   Press,   London
71.      Varma,    o
72.      Ibid'   p

cit
1947-1966

p.    187
This  logic  has   its   limitations.     Perhaps,   in  view

of  the  fact   that  PRC  was   than  the   ''bad  guy"   in  Western  eyes,   it   is
conceivable  that  a  war  with  aligned  India  could  have  brought  the
West   into  a  full  scale  conflagration  with  China.     But   it   is   impor-
tant  to  note  that  alliances  by  themselves  do  not  guarantee  security
nor  do   they  prevent  a  would  be   "aggressor"   from  cormiting   its   "aLg-
gression".      The  members   of   SEAT0   and   CENTO   sat   idly   by,   while   Pakis-
tan  was   being  dismembered.
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of  closer  proximity  to   the  West.     The   Swantatra,   Jan  Sangh  and  Praja

Socialist  Parties   in  October  1962   tabled  a  resolution  in  Parliament
73"caLlling  for  renunciation  of  the  policy  of  non-alignment."         The

Resolution  failed  since  Congress   Party  members   opposed  it.

During   this   crisis   and   its   immediate  afterlnath,   Nehru  came  under

particular  fire.     He  was  denounced  and  ridiculed.     Furthel.more,   he

was   accused  of  weakening   the  nation  and  deceiving   the  people  by

adopting  non-alignment.

A  number  of   Indian  writers   took  this  position.     Thus,   for

example,   G.   H.   Jansen,   in  his   book,   Non-All

World

nment   and the  Afro-Asian
alleged  that  Nehru  put   India  at  China's  mercy  by  adopting

a  policy  "of  moralism  which  disregarded  the  profane  realities  of

politics   in  order  to  feed  a  desire   for  superhuman  holiness  which
74

contained  too  much  of  vanity".

It   is   indeed  to  Nehru's  credit   that  despite  domestic  pressures

and  the  bitter  lessons   of  the  conflict,   he  opted  not  to  abandon  non-

alignment.     Rather,   as  Mills  pointed  out,   ''Nehru  continued  to  be  as

wedded  to  neutralism  aLs   ever  despite  his  verbal   attacks  upon  China

and  his  prompt  appeals   to   the  United  States  and  Great  Britain  for
75

military  equipment".          Nehru  must  have  carefully  pondered  the  analy-

sis  made  by  such  eminent   Indian  journalists   like  Chief  Editor  of  the

Indian  Express,   the  late  Frank  Moraes.     Writing  on  what  he  termed

the  cruel  dilemma  that   India  found  itself  in  the  wake  of  Sino-Indian

conflict,   Mr.   Moraes   commented:  .

73.       Mal avlya,   0
74.      "Journal   o
1966,    p.     524.

p.    136.
ern  African   Studies",   Volume   4,   No.   4,   December

75.      Mills,    op.    cit.,   pp.170-171.
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''If  we  cease   to  be  non-aligned,   their   (China's)   position  vis

a  vis   the  Russians   is   strengthened  and  simultaneously  they  can  put

a  finger  of  scorn  at  us  before  the  Afro-Asian  world  and  exclaim
'there  you  are! '      If  we  remained  non-aligned  it  cannot   embarrass

them  but   could   induce  public  opinion  in  Western  countries   now  aiding

uS   to   Slow  the   tempo  of  their  aid.      In  either  case,   the   chinese  win.n76

Nehru  decided  on  the   first  option  and  the  West   did  not   slow

down  their  aid.     Clearly,   the   Indian  Prime  Minister's  views   could  not

have  been  far  apart   from  those  of  Varma  who   contended  that   in  fact

it  was   due   to  non-alignment   that   India  was   in  a  better   shape.      ''Non-

alignment"  he  wrote,a...   had  nothing   to  do  with  China's   invasion   (Sic)

of  India.     In  fact,   non-alignment  proved  to  be  of  definite  advantage

to   India   in  facing  the  crisis,   in  as  much  as   it  helped  in  the   locali-

zation  of  the  war,   the  neutralization  of  the  Soviet  Union  and  in

facilitating  the  acceptance  of  large  scale  aid  from  the  Western
77

powers . "

There   are  a  number  of  factors  which  need  examination  arising

from  the   experience  of  the   Sino-Indian  conflict.     To  begin  with,

how  justified  was   India's  pique  and  disappointment   at   the   lack  of

support   from  the  non-aligned  world?     Here   three   elements   are  dis-

cernible. . .

First,   it   is  wrong  to  presume  that  mere  belonging  to   the  non-

aligned  movement   entitles   a  member  country  an  automatic   support   in

the  event  of  conflict  between  that  state  and  a  third  party  which  is

Varma
ress

®
OP.    Clt..'    P 9  quoting  the  editorial  of  the   Indian  Ex-

New   Delhi,    December   10,    1962.
Ibid'   p.    233.
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a  non-member  of  the  club.     Non-aligned  states   are  not  a  bloc   in

the  classical  conception  of  the  word.     Furthermore,   there  were  a

number  of  Afro-Asian  states  who  were  convinced  that   it  was   India

rather  than  China  which  initiated  the  provocations   leading  to  the

outbreak  of  hostilities.

Second,   the  non-aligned  members   of  the  Afro-Asian  community  did

not   stand  with  folded  hands.     Indeed,   they  did  take  some   initiative
78

through  the  so-called  Colombo  proposals       and  notwithstanding   the

fate  of  the  initiative,   it  is  generally  accepted  that  the  Colombo

Conferees  were  basically  more   sympathetic  to  New  Delhi's  position.

Finally,   even  assuming   that   the  Non-aligned  states  were  not

that  sympathetic,   what   factors   are  responsible  for  that?     Here

the  observations   of  both  Professors  Varma  and  Choudhury  are   apt.

According   to  Varma,   non-alignment   as   practised  by   India  worked  main-

ly   in  the  context  of  the  power  blocs.     ''What   India  did,"   he  went  on,
''was   to  maintain  the  best  of  relations  with  the  Western  powers   and

the   Soviet  bloc,   and  stop   there.     She  did  not   seeln  to  attach  the

same   importance   to   the  problem  of  winning   friends   and  influencing

people  nearer  home,   of  patching  up  her  quarrels   and  building  up

better  rela.tions  with  neighbours...     China's  policy  on  the  other

hand  after  Bandung  was  that  of  cultivating  friendly  relations  with

countries   of  South  and  South-East  Asia  winning  remarkable  successes

in  border   settlements  with  Burma  and  Nepal   and  winning   friendship  of

ese  were   set  up Owing the   Conference   of   six  Non-Aligned

204.

®

nations   comprising  of  Ceylon   (the  host  and   initiator  of  the   Cofiference),
Cambodia,   Burma,   Indonesia,   United  Arab   Republic   and   Ghana.      The   Confe-
rence   which  began   in   Colombo   on  December   10,   1962   evolved   a   formula
for  the  purpose  of  bringing  India  and  China  to  a  negotiating  table.
For  details   on  the   Colombo  proposals,   see   Sudhakar   Bhat's   India  and
g±±E±±.       (Popular   Book   Service,   New  Delhi,1967),   Chapter   I,   pp.         9-
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79
Pakistan".          And  Choudhury  writes,   "while   India  has  been  highly

successful   in  developing  closer  ties  with  the  two   super-powers,   her

influence  and  prestige  among   the  Afro-Asian  States  have  been  rapidly

declining"  attributing  her  decline  to   India's   low  profile  approach

to  Afro-Asian  problems   like  the  issue  of  colonial   liberation. 80

What  of  the   form  and  content   of   India's  non-alignment   in   the

aftermath  of  the  1962   confrontation?

Pandit  Nehru  died  on  May   27,   1964  with  many  of  his   foes   and

friends   alike  maintaining  that  he  never  recovered  from  the  1962

crisis.     His   successor  Lal   Bahadur  Shastri   in  his   first  broadcast
81address   to  the  nation  reaffirmed  Nehru's   foreign  policy.          But

Rajagopalchari,   uniting   in  the  June   13,1964   issue   of  the  Swarajya,

under  the  heading   ''After  Nehrm   -What",   expressed  his   conviction

that   India  will   come  closer  to   the  Western  powers   and  that   ''non-

alignment  will   fade   away  into  remembered  doctrine  leaving  nothing
82

substantially  behind".

Though  he  did  not   share  Rajaji's   "optimism"  of  the   fading

away  of  non-alignment,   the   Communist   leader,   Nanboodripad  at   least

seemed  to  have   accepted  the  premise   that   India  will  move  closer

to   the  West.     Writing   in  1966,   he   stated,   "Despite   the   consequences

of  imperialist  pressure  on  our  Ruling  classes.. .   the  foreign  policy

of  the  country  continues  to  be  I)ased  on  non-alignment  and  friendship

with  all  powers  as  originally  laid  down  by  the  late  Jawaharlal  Nehru."

®

choudhury,   ap.   €i±..   P
PP -222

2`J 2 .
Malaviya,   op.    cit.,   p-.160.
Ibid .
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"But,"  he  went   on,   "the  policy  of  non-alignment   and  peace  has   received

some  hard  knocks   and   its   anti-colonialist   core  has   been  considerably
83

weakened . "

Yet   India   today  has  neither  abandoned  non-alignment   as  predicted

by  the  Swantatra  leader  nor  really  taken  pro-western  stances  bely-

ing   the  apprehensions   of  Namboodripad.     What  has   actually  happened

is   the  closer  collaboration  with  the  super  powers   and  more  particular-

1y  the  Soviet  Union  leading  to  some  of  her  critics   like  Pakistan  to

accuse  her  of  "double  aligrment".

Relations  with  the  Soviet  Union  have  been  particularly  close

culminating   in  the  signing  of  the  so-called  Treaty  of  Peace,   Friend-

ship   and   Cooperation   in  New  Delhi   on  August   9,1973.      It   is   how-

ever,   inaccurate  to  trace  the  pro-Soviet  bias  of  India's  non-align-

ment   to   the   Sino-Indian  war  of   1962.     As   Noorani  points   out,   ''Gra-

dually,   after  the  establishment  of  the  Peoples  Republic  of  China,

non-alignment   (in  India)   acquired  a  pro-Soviet  bias,   a  trend  fur-
84

thered  by  US  arms   aid  to  Pakistan."         And  Varma  leads   credibility

to  this  analysis  when  he  points  out:   "what  is   still  more  remarkable

is   that  the  aid  India  has  received  from  the  Soviet  Union  is   larger

than  what  China  has  received  from  her  and  that   it  has  continued  to

flow  in  larger  quantities  after   India  became  the  target  of  Chinese

military,  political  and  ideological  offensive".

ffi;nrlpa
84.      Noorani,   A.    G.
Srinivasan,   Studies   in   Indian  Demociac
85.      Varma,

0

85

p.    406.
Policy   in   India  Democracy",   Aiyar  and

p.     546.
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Russian  assistance  to   India  has  been  as  massive  as   it  has   been

varied  encompassing   all   fields   but  more  paLrticularly  the  military.

Indeed,   Russian  military  aid  programme  cormenced  in   India   from

November   1960   with   the   supplies   of  AN-12's   aircraft.      By  May   1962,

Migs   21  were  being   sold  and  an  agreement  was   entered   for   the   set-

ting  up  of  a  Mig  21  jet  production  factory.     Currently,   India,

besides   her  own  local  production,   is   said  to  be   almost   exclusively

dependent  on  the  Soviet  Union  for  military  hardware.     This   dependency

on  Soviet  weapons   and  equipment,   the  tendency  to  play  it   soft  when-

ever   the   Soviets  were  on  "the  docks"   and  above  all   the  Friendship

Treaty  has   raised  eyebrows   in  a  number  of  quarters.     It   is  not  just

the  Pakistanis  who   are  now  questioning   India's   non-aligrment.

The  Libyans/  for  example,  at   the  Fourth  Summit   Conference

of  Non-Aligned   States   considered   the.Indo-Soviet  Treaty      (like   simi-

lar  treaties   signed  between  Moscow  on  the  one  hand  and  Egypt,   Syria

and   Iraq   on  the  other),   as   somewhat   compromising   the  non-aligned

character  of  the  non-aligned  states   that  signed  them  as   they  con-

tained  provisions   implying  a  sort  of  military  alliance  with  one  of

the   Great  Powers   -   in  this   case  the  USSR.     Thus,   article   9  of  the

Treaty  of  Friendship  between  India  and  the   Soviet  Union  stipulates:
"Each  of  the  High  Contracting  Parties  undertakes   to  refrain

from  giving  any  assistance  to  any  third  party  taking  part

in  an  armed  conflict  with  the  other  party.     In  the  event   that

of  the arties  is attacked  or  threatened  with  att

the  Hi h  Contractin Parties  will   immedi ately  start  mutual

® consultations  with  a view.  to   eliminatin this  threat  and
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takin riate  effective  measures to  ensure eace  and

securit
8

for  their  countries."

Assuming  that   the  Libyans'   contention   -and  this   is   a  very

highly  debatable   assumption  which  is   strongly  and  even  angrily  repu-

diated  by  non-aligned  signatories   of  the  Treaties   -   can  be  sustained,
-  `  .---- `-  - _`--` ------ `1.,-- `-   ~, .

it  would  be  difficult   to   rationalize  Libya's  position  when  account

is  taken  of  the  fact  that  she  was   one  of  those  countries  who  strongly

\  inLJPY^    +7^\  advocated   and   successfully   campaigned   for   Malta's   membership   in   the
•.,`        /..,?,``                                                                                                             87

L..\    Non-Aligned  Movement.           The  Anglo-Maltese  Military  Agreement   which

`r``     :    provides   for  a  British  Base   in  the   Islands   (which  base   is  part   of

the   forces  of  NATO)   would  seem  to   clearly  violate  one  of  the   five
I,,                   u7

w.I   \.\criteria   laid  down  at  Cairo   as   qualification  for  membership  of  the88
non-aligned  movement.

Yet,   all   this  makes  nonsense  of  the   continued  exclusion  of

Pakistan  from  the  non-aligned  club.      In  April   1970,   at   the  Dar  es

Salaam  Preparatory  Conference  of  Foreign  Ministers,   Jordan  and

Saudi  Arabia  had   sought   to   sponsor   Pakistan's   membership.     This

failed  due  paramountly  to   India's  opposition.     The   Indian  delegation

86. SOVIET- INDIAN   T
World  Affairs   Monthly,   November,   1972   (ihilade

OF   FRIENDSHIP,    1971   "Current   Histor
P.

''A
219

admitted  as   a  full  member87.     At   the  Algiers   -Conference,   Malta`w-:;
of  the  Non-Aligned  Conference.
88.     The   Five   Criteria   are:

(i)     A  country  should  purs`ue  an   independent   foreign  policy  on
the  basis   of  peaceful   co-existence   and  non-alignment;

(ii)    I:i?:::::o:u!g3::e#:,n:Ei:::||i3g;::3:::c;e::I:g:nt
(iii)     It  should  not  be  a  member  of  multi-lateral  military

alliance  concluded  in  the  context  of  Great  power  rivalry;
(iv)     It  should  ideally  not  provide  foreign  military  bases

but   if  it  had  conceded  such  bases   then  they  should  not  be
in  the  context  of  Great  Power  I.ivalry  and

(v)     If  a  country  is  a  member  of  a  bilateral   or  regional  defence
arrangement,   this   should  not  be   in  the  context  of  Great
Power  rivalry.     For  further   information  on  Criteria,   See
Crabb,   op.    cit.,   p.    24.   .
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then  stressed  the  necessity  of  strict  application  of  the  Cairo

Criteria.     Should  Pakistan  now  decide  to  apply  for  membership,   it

would  be  very  difficult   to  block  her  membership.

The   friendship  with  the   super-powers  has   however  not  been  con-

fined  to  the  Soviet  Union.     As  up  to   1962,   India  has  been  the   largest

recipient   of  US   aid.     To   quote  Dr.   Ulyanovsky:      "Perhaps   there   is

no  other  country  in  the  world  in  which  the  United  States  has   such

peculiar  composition  of  capital   exports   as   in  India.     Between  1948

and   1960,   private   investments   of   the  American  monopolies   rose   from

Rs.112   million   to   Rs.820  million,   that   is   7.3   times.      Export   of

State  and  other  official  capital   in  the  form  of  loans,   credits,   do-

nations   and   aid  totalled  Rs.26,950  million  by   1963.     Export  of   State

capital  under  the  guise  of  aids   is  almost   33  times   greater  than  the
89

export  of  private  capital."

It   is  perhaps   of  interest   to   see  how  Professor  Ulyanovsky

conceives  US  assistance  to   India  in  relation  to  that  provided  by

the   Soviet  Union  and  her  allies.     "The  non-alignment  policy   (of

India)   has   fully  justified  itself ,   and  so  has  that  of  developing

political  and  economic  relations  with  the  socialist  countries.     The

Indian  people  have  learned  that   far  reaching  plans   for  national

economic  development     have  been  possible  only  thanks   to   large-as-

sistance  by  the  Soviet  Union  and  other  socialist  countries."    And

he   argues   that,   ''this   assistance  has   compelled  the  West   to  render
90

greater  aid  to   lndia!"

90.       Ibid,   p.    268

®
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Bangladesh

Although   India  had  fought  three  previous  wars  with  Pakistan,

once   in   1948   and  twice   in   1965,   nothing  had  done   so  much  damage   to

the  prestige     and  question  India's  professed  principles  of  "morality

and  non-violence"   than  the  1971  war  leading  to   the   creation  of  the

State   of  Bangladesh.

The   spectacle  of  a  non-aligned  state  using  its  power  and  re-

sources   to  dismember   another  country  -   no  matter  the  provocation   -

was   too  much  for   the   overwhelming  majority  of  the  member   states   of

the  United  Nations   and  more  particularly  of  the  non-aligned  community.

The  fact  that  she  was   able  to  do  this  partly  as   a  result  of  the

paralysis   of  the   Security  Council  which  was  caused  by  a   series   of

Soviet  vetoes   tended  to   confirm  the   fears   of  those  who  had  questioned

the   Indo-Soviet  Treaty  signed   in  August.      Indeed,   it  was   the  non-

aligned  states   in  the  Security  Council  who,   frustrated  with  constant

Soviet  vetoes   geared   to  block  even  a  mere   cease fire   resolution,

took  the   initiative  to  refer  the  matter  to  the   assembly  under  the

so-called  Uniting   for  Peace  Resolution.

On  December   7,   the   General  Assembly  considered   the  question

and  as   a  strong  rebuff  to  both   India  and  the   Soviet  Union  overwhel-

mingly  adopted  the  resolution  calling  for  cease fire  a.nd  withdrawal
91

of  troops.

Since   General  Assembly  resolut.ions   have  merely   recommendatory

effect,   the  Soviet  Union  again  caste  their  veto   in  the  Security
92

Council.          A  cease fire  resolution  was   only  adopted  after   the  Pakistani

1ng   Was votes   in  favour,   11   against   (the  Soviet  bloc

g!?S  #5aw::do:h::a:i  ¥:::1::i:£SS7±giz8;R:{?¥.v:g::.on  December  13,
1971.       S/PV.1613,    pp.118-120.
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forces  had  capitulated.

What  were   the   lessons   of  Bangladesh?     The   isolation  of   India

in   the  United  Nations  was   not  because  member   states   were  not   aware

of  the  root  cause  of  the  crisis.     The  Pakistani  military  regime's

mess-up   in  East  Pakistan  and  the  resultant   'exodus'   of  refugees   to

India  was   a  condemnable  matter  and  indeed  no  one  held  any  brief

for  the  rulers   of  Pa.kistan.     But   a  number  of  fundamental  points  were

involved  here   -   indeed  some  going   to   the  very  basis   of  the   charter

and  the  principles  of  the  non-aligned  states.     These  included:

(i)     Inviolability  of  territorial  integrity  and  independence

of  all   states   -big  and  small.

(ii)     Non-interference  in  the  internal  affairs  of  states

(iii)     The  maintenance  of  a  certain  international  order  rather

than  the  toleration  of  a  situation  where  the  rule  of  the

game  is   survival  of  the  fittest.
During  the  debate  that  transpired  in  the  Assembly,   almost

f ifty  speakers   took  part  and  they  invariably  stressed  on  those
93

principles.          By  her  military  action  in  East  Pakistan,   India  had
in  fact  violated  all   these  principles  and  in  the  process  made  a

mockery  of  the   so-called  five  principles   of  peaceful   co-existence.

Furthermore,   many  observers   at   the  United  Nations   seem  to  have   shared

the   feelings   expressed  by   the  Libyan  Government  whose  Ambassador

in  an  official   communication  to  the  Security  Council  accused   India

93.       See   a Tess   conta

®

in  Provisional  Verbatim  Records   of  the
Two   Thousand   and   Second   aLnd  Two   Thousand   and  Third  Meetings   of   the
UN   General   Assembly,   Tuesday,    December   7,1971,   A/PV.2002,   pp.2    -45
and   A/PV.2003,    pp.    2    -238.
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of  deliberately  exploiting  the  difficulties   in  East  Pakistan  in

order  to  dismember  the  country.     The  Libyan  letter  inter  alia  read:
"The  allegations  by  India  that  the  international  community
did  nothing  to   alleviate  the  sufferings  of  the  refugees,   al.e
unfounded.      It  was   India  who   rejected  the   Secretary  General's
proposal.     For  while  the   International  community  including
my  Government,   contributed  hundreds   of  millions   of  dollars
for  refugees,   India   imposed  severe  limitations   on  the  work
of  international   relief  organizations.     And  despite  promising
discussions   that  were  under  way`between   India  and  certain

:±h3:k§:¥:::in::::at:h:::€±f¥s tg:a;i:¥a:i::e±ge:::n:ag;e:n  part
military  invasion,
peaceful  means,   as ::8u:::dab;°±#:±8Ea::e±?:9Er°blem  by

In  an  era  where  the  non-aligned  states  have  consistently  fought

for  the  principles  of  non-intervention;   non  use  of  forces   in  the

settlement  of  international  conflict;   democratisation  of  interna-

tional   relations,   the  actions  of  non-aligned  India  were  a  blow  indeed.

Above  all,   India's  actions  constituted  a  serious  precedent   in  inter-

national   relations  and  the  third  world  nations  had  greater  reasons

to  be   concerned.

President   Zulfikar  All  Bhutto,   then  addressing  the  Security

Council   as   Foreign  Minister  put   the  problem  succintly:
"Today   it   is   Pakistan,   tomorrow  it  will  be  Bhuttan...   The
pandora's  box  has   not   opened  for  Pakistan  alone,   Pandora's
box  has   opened   for  many  countries,   and   in  a  very  decisive
way...   It   is   a  challenge   to   the  United  States;   it   is   a
challenge   for   all  members   to   see  whether   this   kind  of  muta-

94.     Letter  by  the  Permanent  Representative  of  the  Libyan  Arab
Republic.      The   letter  was   dated   16   December,1971   and  was   circulated
as   UN  Official   document   No.   A/8614.

®
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Thus,   while   the   emergence  of  Bangladesh,   thanks   to   India's

military  action,   may  have  radically  changed  the  strategic  and  power

position  of  South  Asia  in   India's   favour,   the  international  conse-

quences  of  this  "adventure"  seriously  tarnished  India's   image  as   a

non-aligned  state  and  perhaps   laid  to  rest  the  "myth"  of  non-

violent   India!

V

CONCLUSION

India  is  a  great  country.     It  has  a  long  and  rich  though  at  times

tortuous  history.     Under  Nehru's   leadership,   India  has  been   in  the

lim`elight  of  international  politics.     Her  pioneering  role  of  non-

alignment  has  been  appreciated  and  indeed  the  philosophy  of  neutra-

1ism  has  now  come  to  mark  the  official  policy  of   the  majority  of

the  countries  of  the  world.

95.      Prov 1S ional  Ver

Sheel  and  a  forceful

1m

!!S#:§i:d:;: §§:::5:!o;:::i;:i::;:::::§u:;::i::::i;:i:I;:;:;:;:ich

Record  of  the   Sixteen  Hundred  and  Eleventh

member   of   the  non-aligned  moivement-,   is
party  to   the  United  Nations   General  Assembly  Resolution'adopted  in
December   1965.      Entitled   "THE
INTERVENT-ION   IN   THE    INTE
THEIR   INDEPE NDENCE

RNAL

also  a

DECLARATION   0N   THE    INADMISSIB-II.ITY   OF
AFFAIRS F   STATES AND   THE PROTE TION   0F

SOVE RE I GNTY
Owing   art

®

among   its   p rovIS ions   the

''No  State  has   the  right   to   intervene,   directly  or  indirectly,
for  any  reason  whatever,   in  the  internal  or  external  affairs

i;::i;:i::;:6:::i::::i::::r::g::::::;::n;gI::::a::a::::o:I:"...No   State  shall   organize,   assist,   forment,   firiance,   incite
or  tolerate  subversive,   terrorist  or  armed  activities  directed
towards   the  violent  overthrow  of  the  regime  of  another  state,
or  interfere  in  civil  strife  in  another  state''.
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India  under  Nehru,   later  under  Shastri  and  currently  under

Indira  Gandhi  has  played  an   important  role  in  world  affairs.     Nehru's

contribution  in  the  cause  of  international  understanding  and  world

peace  has   rightly  been  acclaimed.     At   the  Belgrade  Conference,   for

example,   his  main  preoccupation  was   the  preservation  of  world  peace.

Indeed,   this   even  led  him  to  be   labelled  by  Peking   as   a   "spokesman

of  the   imperialists"  who   "by  means   of  a  general   and  vague  discussion

on  the   so-called  questions   of  war  and  peace   attempted  to  divert   the

objectives   of  the  Conference  and  direct   its  main  spearhead  not

against   imperialism  and  colonialism  but   against   the   Soviet  Union,
96

China  and  the  Socialist   camp."

The  question  is   to  what  extent   lndia's  model   of  non-alignment

today  a  legacy  of  the  Nehru's   conception  of  the  philosophy  of

neutralism  he  so  articulately  pioneered?       Put  differently,   can

lndia's   foreign  policy  today  in  the  aftermath  of  Bangladesh  and  the

Friendship  Treaty  be  viewed  in  the  same  context  of  the  principles

of  non-violence   and  Panch  Sheel?

What   sort  of   implications   has   India's   emergence  as   a   "super-

power"  of  the   sub-continent  brought   into  play:     These   are   important

questions   and  perhaps   in  the  months   and  yeal.s   to   come  as   events  un-

fold   themselves  we  would  all   be  wiser   and  make   some   sombre   evaluation.

For  the  present,   it  is  not  intended  at  least  in  this  study  to   indulge

in  conjectures.

One  element   is  however  quite  clear.     India  is   increasingly

acting   like   a  great  power.     She  has  now  joined  the  nuclear

® at'   Op. t.'   pp.1 -131.
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97
club       though  New  Delhi  continues   to  insist  that  her  nuclear

explosions   are  strictly  for  peaceful  purposes,   may  suspect  her

motives.      For   obvious   reasons,   Pakistan  has   been   the  most   concerned.98

The  nuclear  explosion  has   thwarted,   hopefully  on  a     temporary

basis,   the   trend  towards   rapprQ|chment  between   India  and  Bang-

ladesh  on  the  one  hand  and  Pakistan  on  the   other.

It  is  conceded  by  all   that  only  a  thin  thread  separates  nuclear

explosions   for  peaceful  purposes   and  those  for  military  purposes.

This  being  the  case,   one  can  understand  the  violent  reaction  of

OnMay   18,    1
round  nuclear   explosion   at  Pokhran   (the   New  York  Times,   M;y--1-i:-
974,   p.1).      This   has   evoked  mixed   reaction.      The  West   has   gene-

s:±¥c¥i:¥:S  :£:oS:¥e::£g:n:h:±£:dd±::3:i:£a::i:¥aer:8|:d:sg:§t:£::

:05   a.in.,   India  made   its   first  under-

n  the  development  of   India's   nuclear  know  how

98.     Pakistan  has   repeatedly  warned  that   India  was   about   to   go

I:I:::: :p:::::¥::h::::i:i:t§:::::i:at:a:h;|¥::::g ¥:t5:::in:e:I::£:X-
''The  Government   of  Pakistan  have   reason   to  believe   that   the
Government   of   India  has   decided  to   embark  on   a  programme
for  the  production  of  nuclear  weapons  and  that  without
violating  the  test  ban  treaty,   test  explosion  of  nuclear
devices  will  be  carried  out  underground  in  the  near  future
ostensibly  for  peaceful  purposes."
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Pakistan  to   India's   atomic  explosion.          The  question  is,   will   Pakistan

also   endeavour  to  become   a   seventh  member  of  the   club?     And   if   it

does,  what  problems  and  prospects   for  peace  will  all   that  bring  to

the   sub-continent  as  well  as   to  the  area  in  general?

Clearly,   India's  pre-eminent  position  in  the  sub-continent,

her   emergence  as   a  nuclear  power   (even  assuming   that   she   solemnly

sticks   to  her  undertaking  not   to  be   a  nuclear  weapon  power),   will

have   some  definite   impact  on  her  foreign  policy.     Furthermore,   it

stands  to  reason  that   lndia's  official

®

G

foreign  policy  will   continue

to  be  that  of  non-alignment.     Yet,   despite  her  reinforced  strength

and  power,   it   is   debatable  whether   she  will   be   able   to   exercise

the   same   influence  and  moral  authority  among  the  uncommitted  nations

that  New  Delhi  under  Nehru's   leadership  used  to  enjoy.     Another

legitimate  question  is  of  course  whether   India  herself   is   that   inte-

rested  in  regaining  the  type  of  reputation  of  the  f if ties  which

characterized  her  as   an  outstanding _example  of  a  non-aligned  state!

99. ere  to  recapitulate  India's   reaction  to  Chi-1S1nterest
na's   atomic   explosion  as   indeed  to  -the  reports   then  broadcast-6v:I
Radio  Pakistan  of  July  31,   1966   (and  quoted  in   the   Indian  papers   -
The   Indian  Ex Tess.   ththe  Hindustan  Times   etc

was   to  assist  Paki
of  July   31,   1966)   that

or  an  establishment   of  an  atomic  po-
wer  station  in  East  Pakistan.     Regarding  the  first,   Indian  Exte`rnal
Affairs  Minister    was  reported  to  have  told  the  Washington  Post

£A?:i:t]3aa±:£3:et£::m[gg±£  ¥£:yu8e:iE±t£:yu:5a  ::¥ifg€  =3c::::i:ttack"
since   India  felt  that  she  was   "under  an  imminent   threat     by  a  country
(China)   that   has   become  nuclear".      Indeed,   India  used   the   faLctor  of
lack  of  adequate  lack  of  guarantees   to  the  nuclear  have  nots   in  the
event  of  nuclear  attacks,   as  one  of  the  reasons  behind  her  opposition
to  the  Non-Proliferation  Treaty  which  she  refused  to  sign.     For  an
interesting   study  on  India's  opposition  to  the  NPT,   see  articles  writ-
ten  by  eminent   Indians   at   that   time   including:     T.V.   Parasuran,   ''Revolt
Against   Nucl.?er.Mongpolist!",_   INDIAN   EXPRESS,    21   April,    1967;    B.N.

EE:I:ar?:y,"India-.-Sa6a.Ia-agfei-.;i-g-i±=-g`-_ii=Lf:a:+T'r.:;i;'_sions  will  not  protect  her  interests"
P.   Chakravat

zfr;6;6e
''1 deterrent  possible

STATESRAN,   April
wit  out  o  ligatio

Draft  Provi-
24,    1967;

ions",   Hindustan
967  and  the  Editorial  comment  of'the  Patii

itled,   "Nuclear  Retreat''.
Ot'     prl
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